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We report on the systematic investigation of optoelectronic properties of tin (IV) sulfide (SnS) van
der Waals epitaxies (vdWEs) grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique. Energy band
simulation using commercial CASTEP code indicates that SnS has an indirect bandgap of size
0.982 eV. Furthermore, our simulation shows that elemental Cu can be used as a p-type dopant for
the material. Growth of high quality SnS thin films is accomplished by MBE technique using
graphene as the buffer layer. We observed significant reduction in the rocking curve FWHM over
the existing published values. Crystallite size in the range of 2–3 lm is observed which is also
significantly better than the existing results. Measurement of the absorption coefficient, a, is
performed using a Hitachi U-4100 Spectrophotometer system which demonstrate large values of a
of the order of 104 cm1. Sharp cutoff in the values of a, as a function of energy, is observed for
the films grown using a graphene buffer layer indicating low concentration of localized states in
the bandgap. Cu-doping is achieved by co-evaporation technique. It is demonstrated that the hole
concentration of the films can be controlled between 1016 cm3 and 5 1017cm3 by varying the
temperature of the Cu K-cell. Hole mobility as high as 81 cm2V1s1 is observed for SnS films on
graphene/GaAs(100) substrates. The improvements in the physical properties of the films are
attributed to the unique layered structure and chemically saturated bonds at the surface for both
SnS and the graphene buffer layer. Consequently, the interaction between the SnS thin films and
the graphene buffer layer is dominated by van der Waals force and structural defects at the
interface, such as dangling bonds or dislocations, are substantially reduced. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4709732]
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional metal chalcogenides are attractive
materials for applications in a wide range of nano-electronic
and optoelectronic devices. A number of devices had been
reported in the past several years taking advantage of their
unique layered structure and their electrical and optoelec-
tronic properties.1–6 Field effect transistors had been fabri-
cated using hafnium oxide as the gate dielectric deposited on
single-layer MoS2 films by atomic layer deposition tech-
nique. Good device characteristics have been demonstrated
with room-temperature mobility up to 200 cm2/Vs and trans-
conductance of 1 lSlm1 were recorded.1 These layered
semiconductors are also touted as potential photovoltaic
materials due to their high absorption coefficients with
bandgaps ranging from around 1 eV to 2.2 eV.7–9
A unique characteristic of this class of materials is that
the chalcogenide atoms are chemically saturated and, as a
result, the inter-layer interaction along the crystallographic
c-axis is mainly by the weak vdW force.10,11 This type of
materials is commonly referred as vdWEs. There are a num-
ber of important properties associated with this class of
materials. First, it is believed that there is a much greater tol-
erance in the lattice mismatch both between the thin film and
the substrate as well as between different constituent materi-
als at the heterojunction.12–14 Thus, a much wider choice of
substrates can be used for the growth of high quality vdWEs.
Furthermore, since the chalcogenide planes consist of satu-
rated bonds as a result the heterojunctions may be totally
free of dangling bonds. This will have significant implica-
tions on the properties of the devices as the interface states
typically have critical impact on both the electrical and opto-
electronic properties of the junctions: the Fermi level will
not be pinned at the metal/semiconductor interface; trap
assisted recombination will be substantially suppressed; and
low-frequency noise will be significantly lowered.15–17 Stud-
ies on conventional semiconductor devices have shown that
device degradations can often be traced back to the material
defects in the devices, thus the lowering of the interface
states concentration in the material may have positive effects
on the lifetimes of the devices.18
There has been a search for the right thin-film semi-
conductor materials, with high carrier mobilities and are
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
ensurya@polyu.edu.hk.
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compatible with flexible substrates, for the development of
new technologies such as flexible or wearable computers,
large-area high-resolution displays, electronic paper, and
flexible PV cells. Tin-based chalcogenides had drawn the
attention of a number of groups as a candidate for such
applications.19–23 It was reported by Mitzi et al.24,25 that tin
di-sulfoselenide (SnS2xSex) thin films can be obtained by a
highly cost-effective spin coating technique. However, the
carrier mobilities obtained are typically very low using this
technique. Other groups had investigated tin monosulfide
(SnS) as a promising photovoltaic material.21–23 Previous
work showed that SnS is a p-type material with an indirect
and a direct bandgap at 1–1.1 eV and 1.3–1.5 eV, respec-
tively, and high absorption coefficient of 104 cm1.26–28 In
addition, the constituent elements are both abundantly found
in the earth’s crust and non-toxic which makes SnS an excel-
lent candidate for large-scale deployment.29 SnS-based het-
erojunction photovoltaic cells (PVCs) have been fabricated
by various techniques with CdS as the common choice for
the n-type semiconductor.8,22,30 However, to date the
reported conversion efficiency of the SnS-based PVCs are
still quite low in the range of 1.3%.31 Recent work by Ichi-
mura showed that one of the reasons for such low cell effi-
ciency may due to the large conduction band offset at the
CdS/SnS heterojunction resulting in an energy barrier at the
junction and thereby blocking the photogenerated carriers in
the SnS layer.32 It was suggested that the use of ZnO as the
window material may partially alleviate this problem.33
Examination of the existing data on SnS-based PVCs
indicate low values in both the open circuit voltages, VOC,
and short circuit current densities, JSC.
22,32–34 This stipulates
that, in addition to a large band offset at the heterojunction,
material defects also play an important role in the poor con-
version efficiencies of the devices. High defect density in the
range of 1012 cm2 and small grain size in the range of 0.092
lm for the as-deposited films by co-evaporation technique
had been reported which improved to 0.12 lm after annealing
at 200 C for 3 hours.35 Work by Boonsalee on epitaxial elec-
trodeposited SnS layers demonstrate an average full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 3.16 for the XRD peak.36 Such
film qualities are far from what is needed for the development
of PVCs with high conversion efficiencies. To date, little
work has been done on the effects of the interface states on
the conversion efficiency of the device. So far all the SnS-
based PVCs reported in the literature relied on un-doped SnS
layers which exhibit p-type conductivity arising from Sn
vacancies.22,29,32–34 Consequently, there is little to no control
over the hole concentration and hence no back surface field
can be implemented in the device structure to reduce the
impact of the localized states at the SnS/electrode interface.
To improve the cell efficiencies of SnS-based PVCs, it is im-
portant to optimize both the growth conditions to improve the
crystallinity of the material and the device structure to
enhance VOC and JSC of the device. To accomplish this one
will need to establish a back surface field in the device to sup-
press the trap assisted recombination of the photo-generated
carriers in the SnS absorber. It is also important to find a
proper n-type material for the formation of the junction to
facilitate efficient collection of the carriers.
In the following sections, we will report a novel growth
process in which p-type SnS is deposited by MBE technique
using graphene as a buffer layer. Significant improvements
in both the crystallinity and optoelectronic properties of the
materials are observed. We have also investigated extrinsic
p-doping of the thin films by co-evaporation of Cu. Our
results show that the hole concentration can be controlled
over a wide range of values by varying the temperature of
the Cu K-cell.
II. ENERGY BAND SIMULATION
SnS crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure (Pnma 62
space group) and form double layers that are perpendicular to
the direction of the unit cell’s largest axis. The unit cell con-
tains 8 atoms organized in two adjacent double layers. The
lattice parameters for SnS are a ¼ 3.987 A˚, b ¼ 11.200 A˚,
and c ¼ 4.334 A˚.37 Energy band calculations were carried out
using a commercial CASTEP code. The electronic exchange
correlation was treated using the generalized-gradient approx-
imation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
form. The interactions between the ionic cores and the elec-
trons were described by the ultra-soft pseudopotentials. Pseu-
doatomic calculations were performed for Sn 5s25p2 and S
3s23p4. The energy cutoff was set at 290 eV. For the charge
density integration, we have used the (1 3 3) k-point
Monkhorst-Pack mesh. The atomic coordinates of all the
atoms in the supercell (2 2 2), that contain 64 atoms, were
optimized without any symmetry constraint using the Broy-
den-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno scheme. The convergence in
energy and force was set at 2 105 eV/atom and 0.05 eV/A˚,
respectively.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the dispersion of the energy
bands in pure SnS and Cu doped SnS, respectively. From
Fig. 1(a), the minima of the conduction band is located at C
which does not coincide with the maxima of the valence
FIG. 1. Band structure of (a) pure SnS, Eind  0.982 eV and (b) Cu doped
SnS, Eind  0.864 eV.
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band. Thus, the indirect bandgap of SnS is 0.982 eV which is
comparable with the experimental results.26,38,39 By replac-
ing a Sn atom with a Cu atom, the indirect bandgap
decreased to 0.864 eV as shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 2 shows
the total density of states (DOS) of pure SnS and Cu doped
SnS. According to the DOS spectra, the Fermi level of Cu-
doped SnS is located at the top of the valence band indicative
of a heavily p-doped material. These hole states near the
top of the valence band come from the d states of Cu and p
states of S by analyzing their partial density of states, which
may result from the hybridization of the d states of Cu and p
states of S. Considering the electronic configuration of Cu
3d104s1 and Sn 4d105s25p2, Cu has less outer electrons than
Sn suggesting that copper should be a p-type dopant for SnS.
III. EXPERIMENTAND RESULTS
We have performed systematic investigations on the
growth of SnS thin films by MBE technique, using SnS as
our starting material, on different substrates including soda
lime glass, GaAs(100), and SiO2. Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) and high resolution x-ray diffraction (HXRD)
measurements were used to characterize the crystallinity of
the material which was found to show strong dependencies
on the substrate and the growth temperature. From the SEM
results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it is observed that at low sub-
strate temperature, the grain size is much smaller than 1 lm
for films grown on both glass and GaAs(100) substrates.
Flake like structures with preferred growth perpendicular to
the substrate are observed. For films grown on GaAs(100)
substrates at TS ¼ 400 C a much smoother surface was
obtained with platelets of size 0.5 lm are observed. This is
in contrast to films grown on glass in which rough surface
morphology was observed at all substrate temperatures we
tested (100 C–400 C). The experimental results on HXRD
x-scan of the (040) reflection are shown in Fig. 5. The sam-
ple deposited on glass at TS ¼ 400 C demonstrates very
broad rocking curve signal as indicated by the solid squares
in Fig. 5. Significant improvement in the crystallinity is
observed from the SnS films grown on GaAs(100) substrates
which exhibit a rocking curve FWHM of 2.96, as indicated
by the open squares in Fig. 5, and is comparable to the
results reported by Boonsalee et al.36
Detailed characterizations of the optical properties of
the films were performed using a Hitachi U-4100 Spectro-
photometer system. The wavelength of the incident radiation
was varied from 300 nm to 2500 nm and both the reflected
and transmitted beams were measured to accomplish an
accurate quantitative evaluation of a, which is related to the
incident radiation energy, h, by a / ðh  Eg6EpÞr=h.
For direct transition, r ¼ 1/2 and Ep ¼ 0 and for the case of
allowed-indirect transition, r ¼ 2 and Ep is nonzero and is
equal to the energy of the phonon. The experimental data are
shown in Fig. 6 below from which we were able to derive an
indirect bandgap and a direct bandgap at 0.99 eV and 1.25
eV, respectively. The results are consistent with the pub-
lished data.
P-doping of the material was achieved by incorporating
Cu into the films by co-evaporation, and the doping
FIG. 2. Total density of state (DOS) of (a) pure SnS, Eind  0.982 eV, and
(b) Cu doped SnS, Eind  0.864 eV. Dotted line is the Fermi level which is
being used as the reference.
FIG. 3. Top view and cross-sectional SEM images of SnS deposited on
glass at 400 C (a and e); 300 C (b and f); 200 C (c and g); and 100 C (d
and h).
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concentration was varied by adjusting the temperature of
the Cu K-cell. The hole mobility and hole concentration are
represented by the open circles and open squares, respec-
tively, in Fig. 7. The data clearly demonstrate good control
of hole concentration in the film from 3 1016 cm3 to
4 1017 cm3 as the Cu K-cell temperature was varied
from 1082 K to 1113 K. The results demonstrate clear
correlation between the hole concentration and the Cu flux.
Hall measurements were performed on SnS:Cu-on-GaAs
films at TS ¼ 400 C. A peak hole mobility of 25 cm2 V1
s1 is observed at hole concentration p  1.4 1017 cm3.
This is substantially higher than the hole mobilities
obtained for SnS films grown directly on glass which are
typically in the single digit range. The general increase in
the hole mobility with carrier concentration for p< 1017
cm3 is attributed to enhancement of the screening effect
with increasing carrier concentration resulting in the lower-
ing of Coulombic scattering rate. Further increase in the
doping concentration resulted in the increase in material
defect density leading to the corresponding degradation in
the hole mobility.
FIG. 4. Top view and cross-sectional SEM images of SnS deposited on
GaAs(100) at 400 C (a and e); 300 C (b and f); 200 C (c and g); and
100 C (d and h).
FIG. 5. XRD rocking curves for the (040) plane for SnS deposited on glass
(solid squares); GaAs (open squares); Graphene/GaAs (open triangles); and
Graphene/SiO2/Si (solid circles).
FIG. 6. Plot of ðahÞ1=r as a function of the photon energy.
FIG. 7. Hole concentration and hall mobility as a function of copper
source temperature for SnS deposited on Graphene/GaAs (solid squares
and solid circles, respectively) and on GaAs (open squares and open
circles, respectively).
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From the experimental data, it is clear that while some
improvements in the crystallinity of the SnS thin films have
been accomplished over existing reported results but sub-
stantial further improvement is needed for the development
of practical devices. It is noteworthy that the crystallinity of
the film exhibited a strong dependence on the substrate. This
contradicts to common belief that vdWEs have high toler-
ance on the lattice mismatch between the film and the sub-
strate. It appears that, in practice, the interaction between the
film and the underlying substrate in a quasi-vdWE system is
probably much more significant than is expected.
To facilitate the growth of high quality SnS films on a
foreign substrate we have investigated a novel growth tech-
nique in which graphene is used as the buffer layer between
the substrate and the SnS layer. It is believed that the gra-
phene layer should serve as an excellent buffer layer for the
growth of vdWEs because, like the vdWEs, it is also layered
structure consisting of saturated bonds and interacts with the
substrate below and the deposited thin film above by van der
Waals force. This should greatly reduce the impact of the
substrate on the SnS films.
Double layer graphene films were grown on Cu foils
(25-lm, Alfa Aesar) in a horizontal tube furnace.40,41 The
Cu foil was loaded into a quartz tube and then evacuated.
The temperature of the furnace was then raised and stabilized
at 1000 C for 30 min with the flow of H2/Ar gas maintained
at a flow rate of 10 sccm/50 sccm. Then, CH4 was introduced
into the furnace for 10 min with a flow rate of 25 sccm. After
the growth, the sample was allowed to cool down to room
temperature under the flow of H2/Ar gas. The surface of the
graphene-on-Cu layer was spin-coated with poly-methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) before the removal of the Cu foil by
chemical etching using FeCl3. After the Cu foil is dissolved,
the PMMA coated graphene was cleaned with de-ionized
water. The graphene film was then transferred to a
GaAs(100) or SiO2/Si substrate. After the transfer, the
PMMA was removed using acetone. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
are AFM pictures of the graphene/GaAs and graphene/SiO2/
Si surfaces which indicate atomically smooth surface mor-
phologies with rms surface roughness of 1.0 nm and 1.4 nm,
respectively. The graphene/GaAs and graphene/SiO2/Si sub-
strates were then placed in an MBE chamber for the growth
of SnS thin films at a substrate temperature of 400 C. Cross
sectional and top view SEM images were measured and the
results are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) which demonstrate
significant improvement in the surface morphology of the
film. From the figure, a crystallite of size 2–3 lm was
observed. To the best of our knowledge, this is close to an
order of magnitude larger than the best reported results. Typ-
ical results on the HXRD rocking curve for the Cu-doped
SnS thin films on Graphene/GaAs and Graphene/SiO2/Si are
represented by the open triangle and solid circles in Fig. 5,
respectively, with a FWHM of around 0.37 which
FIG. 8. AFM top view of the surface of SnS deposited
on (a) graphene/GaAs with a rms surface roughness of
1.0 nm and (b) graphene/SiO2/Si with a rms surface
roughness of 1.4 nm.
FIG. 9. SEM images indicating (a) planar view; and (b) cross-sectional
view of SnS:Cu deposited on Graphene/GaAs at 400 C.
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demonstrates a significant improvement in the crystallinity
of the film over the existing data. Furthermore, the results
indicate that the impact of the substrate on the crystallinity
of the film is significantly reduced when graphene is utilized
as a buffer layer. To perform Hall measurements, the SnS
films were mechanically exfoliated and transferred to an
insulating Si substrate. The graphene was then removed
from the debonded surface using nitrogen plasma cleaning
for about 5 min. The experimental data on carrier concentra-
tion and hole mobility are indicated by solid squares and
circles in Fig. 7, respectively, which exhibit a factor of 3.2
increase in the hole mobility over the maximum value
achieved by SnS film grown directly on GaAs(100) sub-
strate. Also, by systematically varying the Cu K-cell temper-
ature from room temperature to 1113 K, the hole
concentration can be controlled between 1016 cm3 and
61017 cm3.
The a-SnS thin film can be described as a layered struc-
ture in which a unit cell consists of 4 Sn and 4 S atoms as
shown in Fig. 10. The interface models for SnS (040) on
GaAs (100) and SnS (040) on graphene are shown in Figs.
11(a) and 11(b), respectively. From Fig. 10(a), the S and As
atoms are shown in yellow and red circles, respectively. By
comparing the atomic distances between S atoms and As
atoms, the lattice mismatch is determined to be 0.26% in
the [100] direction and 8.42% in the [001] direction. From
the prediction of this interface model, the [100] direction of
SnS along [110] direction of GaAs is the most energetically
favorable orientation for the growth of SnS on GaAs as this
direction has a larger number of coincidence points than
other directions. For the interface model of SnS (040) on gra-
phene in Fig. 10(b), the S and C atoms are indicated by yel-
low and gray circles, respectively. The lattice mismatch is
calculated to be 8.08% in the [100] direction and 1.74% in
the [001] direction. Thus, the improvement in the crystallin-
ity of the SnS films grown using graphene buffer layer can-
not be explained by the improvement in the lattice match
between the SnS film and graphene. Furthermore, it is
expected that substantial stress will be observed in the film
due to the large lattice mismatch.
To investigate the stress in the SnS films, we have con-
ducted Raman spectroscopy measurement on the as-grown
and the debonded SnS surfaces and the results are shown in
Fig. 12. From the Raman spectra, four characteristic Raman
lines can be observed at 96, 160, 189, and 220 cm1, which
correspond to the longitudinal (LO ¼ 9) and transverse (TO
¼ 3) optical modes for bulk SnS single crystal.42,43 This
indicates that the SnS-on-graphene film is fully relaxed and
is consistent with the idea that the interaction between SnS
and the graphene buffer layer is dominated by a weak vdW
force. Also, no significant peak shift and broadening isFIG. 10. Schematic cross section image of SnS on bi-layer Graphene.
FIG. 11. Interface model of (a) SnS on GaAs(100). As and S atoms are in
red and yellow color separately; and (b) SnS on Graphene. C and S atoms
are in dark gray and yellow color, respectively.
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observed in the Raman spectra before and after the exfolia-
tion process, indicating nearly no change in the material
strain is introduced by the exfoliation process.
Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded
that the substantial improvement in the crystallinity for the
SnS thin films arises from the weak vdW interaction between
the SnS film and graphene buffer layer which facilitates the
growth of fully relaxed SnS films despite significant lattice
mismatch between SnS and graphene. The weak interaction
between the Sn and S atoms with the graphene layer resulted
in the high surface mobilities of the Sn and S atoms during
film growth which is believed to account for the formation of
large crystallites observed in the films.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have deposited high quality SnS films
on GaAs(100) substrates by MBE using graphene as the
buffer layer. Significant improvements in the FWHM of the
rocking curve have been observed with a best value of 0.37.
Scanning electron microscopy shows that grain size of
3lm is found in our films, which is roughly an order of
magnitude larger than the reported values.35 We have also
investigated extrinsic p-doping of the films by co-
evaporation of elemental Cu. Our results demonstrate good
control of the hole concentration, between 1016 cm3 and
61017 cm3, by varying the Cu flux from the K-cell.
Hole mobility of 81 cm2 V1 s1 is obtained at a hole con-
centration p  1.2 1017 cm3 which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the highest value obtained in extrinsic SnS
thin films.44,45 Our results indicate that further improvement
in the properties of the SnS can be achieved by optimizing
the graphene transfer process to avoid formation of folds and
pinholes in the layer.
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